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Find your partner, infiltrate the embassy, get the enemy intel & escape!
[redacted] is a game of spycraft, intrigue, betrayal and bluffing set in the golden age of the cold war, when men knew how to
drink a Martini, and women knew not to trust a man who claimed to know how to drink a Martini.
Every year, the ambassador holds a reception to show how important he is. In the game, the players, using their secret agent skills,
must infiltrate the embassy during the reception. Moving from room to room, they must recover files and escape in the helicopter,
or make sure that the enemy pilots have a really bad day.
When interacting with each other, the players seek to interrogate, steal or injure whenever they can. With a double-blind
interaction mechanism that never really lets the tension ebb, a skilled agent will need to do a lot more than see through a bluff...
It is recommended that you first play [redacted] with 4 players, or try the introductory mission before attempting the game
with 2, 3 or 5 players, as each adds more advanced functions and missions to the game.

COMPONENTS
3 x Game boards
11 x Wooden person tokens
6 x Agent – red, green, blue, yellow, white, purple
4 x Guard – black
1 x VIP – grey

18 x Wooden disc tokens
1 x Reception – pink
1 x Lock – grey
1 x Lights Out – black
7 x Points (2p) – red
7 x Points (2p) – blue
1 x Jamming (2p) – green

29 x Tiles
8 x Helicopter
2 x Briefcase
19 x Player aid

6 x Player colour cards - BLACK BACK
49 x Interaction cards - BLACK BACK
13 x Classic mission loyalties
2 x UK & 1 x UK blood-stained
2 x USSR & 1 x USSR blood-stained
2 x USA & 1 x USA blood-stained
2 x China & 1 x China blood-stained
1 x Interpol (5p)

24 x Attack
8 x Brass Knuckles
8 x Knife
8 x Garrotte

6 x Neutral
6 x Friendly

3 x 2p guard weapons - GREY BACK
1 x Brass Knuckles
1 x Knife
1 x Garrotte

33 x Item cards - RED BACK
6 x Critical items
1 x UK intel
1 x USSR intel
1 x USA intel
1 x China intel
2 x Bomb

12 x Regular items
2 x Hidden Weapon
2 x Bulletproof Vest
2 x First Aid Kit
2 x Key
2 x Contraband
2 x Night Vision Goggles

4 x Briefcase items
1 x blue Briefcase
1 x red Briefcase
2 x Code Cracker

2 x Intro Mission items
1 x blue Floppy
1 x red Floppy

4 x 3p Mission items
1 x UK Alliance letter
1 x USSR Alliance letter
1 x USA Alliance letter
1 x China Alliance letter

5 x 2p Mission items
2 x grey Floppy
2 x Microfilm
1 x VIP file

8 x 2p Alert cards - STRIPED BACK
1 x 3/6/Ambassador's office
1 x 3/5/Computer
1 x 1/6/Breaker
1 x 1/6/Security HQ
1 x 1/5/Radio
1 x 2/4/Central Lock
1 x 0/4/Helipad
1 x 0/3/Jamming

General setup
Place the game boards in the middle of the table, with the ground floor board between the terrace and the basement boards.
The players each choose one Agent token in the colour of their choice.

Terrace

Armoury Deck

Blue Briefcase

Ground floor

Item Deck
Red Briefcase

Basement
Discard Pile

Interaction cards (black backs)
At the beginning of the game, each player receives three Attack cards (one each of Brass
Knuckles, Garrotte, Knife), one Neutral card and one Friendly card. Shuffle and place all
remaining Attack cards face down in a deck (referred to as the Armoury deck) next to the game
boards.
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Select Loyalty cards as specified by the mission, shuffle them together, and secretly give one to
each player. Remove every unused Loyalty card from the game, and return to the game box
without revealing them. The Attack, Neutral, Friendly and Loyalty cards are collectively
referred to as the “interaction cards”.

Item cards (red backs)
Remove any items specified by the mission setup. Then, if the mission requires it, perform Briefcase Setup.
After that, each player then draws one card from the item deck as their starting item.
Note: There is a hand limit of three item cards throughout the game.

Briefcase Setup
1. Set aside the two Briefcase cards (red and blue), and the two Code Cracker cards.
2. Separate the critical items as specified by the mission.
3. Randomly draw two regular item cards and shuffle them together with the critical items,
		 to form a temporary “briefcase deck”.
4. Without revealing them, draw two cards from this deck and place one under each Briefcase tile.
5. Shuffle together the remaining cards of the “briefcase deck”, the regular item cards, the Briefcase
		 cards and the Code Cracker cards, and place this combined item deck next to the game boards.

Game start & structure
The starting player is the one who can make the best agent-ordering-a-Martini impression.
Players may also choose the starting player randomly, or in any way they all agree on.
The players take their turns in a clockwise order around the table. The starting player places their
Agent token in the Entrance room to begin the game.

The secret agent's secret secrecy rules (top secret)
During the game, a player may lie about anything, e.g. claim to have whatever loyalty, hold whatever item, and having seen
(or not seen) any card during an interaction. However, a player may never reveal a card to prove any claim, as doing so would
result in dismissal from the agency, and would be destined for a dreary life in board game publishing.

Taking a turn
Players may make one movement and one action per turn. When it is a player’s turn, one of the following is performed:
• Use an Action item while occupying the current room. This ends the active player's turn.
OR
• Move through any number of rooms (except if injured), moving by at least one room. This may result in the 		
		 following:
		
• If the active player stops in an empty room where they may perform an action, they may do so.
• If the active player stops at any empty room, they may use an Action item.
		
• If the active player encounters another player, an interaction occurs.

Action items
Several item cards have an Action icon on them (the necktie in the circle). Using them constitutes the player's
action. The item used is then discarded, and play passes on to the next player. These items are intel, Bomb, First
Aid Kit and Contraband (see Items).
A player does not have to move when using such an item, and may remain in the current room. If a player does
not hold an Action item at the beginning of a turn, then movement must be made.

Movement
Movement is carried out by tracing a path through rooms and their connecting doors from
any room to another. Players may not move through locked doors, unless using a Key (see
Items). Staircase and Service Staircase rooms are connected to the respective rooms on
the floors above or below them, and allow players to move up or down the building.
The active player may stop in any room, but if another player is present in a room that they
are through, the active player must stop and carry out an interaction.
Movement ends whenever an interaction results in combat, i.e. when an Attack card has
been played.
Movement may otherwise continue as long as no action has been taken.
A player may not re-enter a room where they started the turn, or a room where they had an
interaction this turn.
Note: Injured players can only move up to a maximum of two rooms each turn.

Actions
A player's action may be spent by doing any of the following:
• Activating a room's function.
• Using an Action item.
• Taking a reward during an interaction.

Interactions
When two players meet in a room, an interaction occurs. Each player decides what type of card to play
(Attack, Friendly, Neutral) and then the cards are exchanged, simultaneously and secretly from the other players.
The players consider the card of their opponent, and determine the result, among these options:
		
• Neutral vs. Neutral: Nothing happens.
• Friendly vs. Neutral: The player showing the Friendly card may do one of the following things:
		 • Give an item to the other player. The item must be accepted if the receiving player has less than three
			 item cards in hand. If the receiving player already has three item cards, the item may be refused or the
			 player may choose to discard one of the held item cards before accepting and before knowing what the item is.
		 • Play a First Aid Kit item in order to heal the player showing Neutral, if that player is injured. This
			 may only be played if the player showing the Friendly is the active player. Doing so uses up the
			 active player's action.
• Friendly vs. Friendly: Same as Friendly vs. Neutral, with the exception that if both players choose to give an
		 item, they do not have to discard due to a hand limit (in effect simultaneously exchanging items).
• Attack vs. Friendly: The player that played the Attack card automatically defeats the player that played 		
		 Friendly.
Combat • Attack vs. Neutral: The player that played the Attack card automatically defeats the player that played Neutral,
		 but both players still have the option to play combat items.
• Attack vs. Attack: The players compare their weapons using a rock-paper-scissors mechanism:
		 •

Brass Knuckles defeat Knife

		 •

Knife defeats Garrotte

		 •

Garrotte defeats Brass Knuckles

The cards exchanged in this way are returned to their owners, and the result is announced.
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Resolving Combat
If the interaction resulted in combat, then, starting with active player, the players take turns in choosing to show and discard
a Combat item (see Items), continuing in this manner until both choose not to reveal such an item. The result is adjusted
accordingly.
Note: A player who selected a Friendly card may not play Combat items.
Any Attack cards played during the interaction are discarded by their owners to their own private discard pile, face down.
Immediately after all of a player's Attack cards have been used and discarded, that player may draw all of them to hand.
An active player can not continue movement if involved in an interaction which results in combat (i.e. when an Attack card
has been used), and loses the ability to take an action if defeated or tied.
After an interaction where one player defeated the other, the winning player must choose to do one of the following::
• Injure: The defeated player's Agent token is set on its side, to indicate injury.
		 That player may only move two rooms at a time until healed with a First Aid Kit or at the Infirmary.
• Steal: The winning player randomly chooses one item card to take from the defeated player. If the winning
		 player is already at the item card hand limit, a held item card must be chosen and discarded before stealing.
•
		
		
		
		

Interrogate: The defeated player chooses one of the held Attack cards and puts it together with the
Loyalty card and the Neutral card. These three cards are given face-down to the winning player, who shuffles
them and chooses one of them to look at. That card is then shuffled back with the other two cards, and all 		
cards are handed back to the defeated player. In this way, the defeated player can not know what the winning
player has seen.

• Not take any reward: If the winner is the active player, the ability to take an action (or use an Action item)
		 in the room where the interaction took place is preserved.
Following this, the winning player must choose an adjacent room to which the defeated player is forced to Sneak Out.
The winning player (if also the active player) may choose to Sneak Out, instead of displacing the defeated player.

Sneaking Out
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There may never be more than one Agent token in a room at the end of a player's turn.
A player may Sneak Out through as many rooms as necessary but must stop at the first
empty room.
If possible, a player may not Sneak Out to a room where they started their turn, or where
P
they previously had an interaction. Sneaking Out counts as movement for purposes of X-ray
detection and needing a Key to move through locked doors. A winning player may, with the
use of a Key item (including one played earlier in the same turn), force a defeated player to
Sneak Out through a locked door.
In any situation without a winning player (ties, dark rooms, friendly or neutral interactions),
the active player must Sneak out.
Whenever a sneaking player enters a room with another player in it, that player may choose to let the sneaking player pass, or
stop and knock the sneaking player out. When Knocked Out, a player's Agent token is placed at the corner of the room, as
close to the board's edge as possible. The player who caused this may take a free reward (Injure, Steal, Interrogate), without
using an Attack card, as if having just won an interaction.
The sneaking player may only be Knocked Out in a dark room with the use of Night Vision Goggles (see Items).
Knocked Out players are not considered to be in the room, may not use its benefits, and can not participate in interactions
until the beginning of their next turn. If another player is occupying the room at that time, the formerly Knocked Out player
must immediately exit the room, without an interaction occurring with the other player.
Disclaimers
This game is a work of fiction, and quite possibly the result of several poor life choices.
All characters appearing in this work are fictitious. Any resemblance to real persons, living,
dead, dying, or undead is purely coincidental. No BSG players or (small) animals have been harmed
in the making of this game. A few Hungarians may have some regrets.
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